We study the generalized parton distributions (GPDs) of pion for non-zero skewness by considering the leading |qq Fock state component. Inspired from AdS/QCD light-front wave functions, we calculate the pion GPDs. By taking the Fourier transforms we obtain the results for impact-parameter dependent parton distribution functions (ipdpdf) and for GPDs in longitudinal boost-invariant space. We also calculate the charge density and gravitational form factor of the pion. The pion unpolarized transverse momentum distribution (TMD) have also been calculated. The results provide rich information on the internal structure of pion.
I. INTRODUCTION
A lot of progress has been made in the last two decades to understand the threedimensional (3D) structure of hadrons. We are now facing a new era promising informative measurements on the structure of hadrons. In order to understand the 3D structure, light-front is the most suitable framework. Due to many exciting properties, this framework has been used in many theoretical models. In the recent years, exclusive scattering processes like deep virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) or deep virtual meson production (DVMP) prove to be an excellent way to probe the internal structure of hadrons.
The hadron structure is encoded in the generalized parton distributions (GPDs). GPDs help us to understand the 3D structure and they can be easily reduced to parton distribution functions, form factors, charge distributions, magnetization density and gravitational form factors [1] . By taking a 3D Fourier transform of the electromagnetic form factors of hadron, the information about the spatial distributions of charge (charge distribution) [2] can be extracted. The second moment of charge distribution gives the mass distribution (gravitational form factors (GFFs)) for hadron. It is very interesting to mention that the second Mellin moments GPDs give the GFFs without actual gravitational scattering.
Several experiments, such as, H1 collaboration [3] , ZEUS collaboration [4] and fixed target experiments at HERMES [5] have finished taking data on DVCS. Experiments are also being done at JLAB, Hall A and B and COMPASS at CERN to access GPDs of hadrons [6] .
GPDs not only allow us to access partonic configurations with a given longitudinal momentum fraction (similar to deep inelastic scattering (DIS)), but also at specific (transverse) location inside the hadron. GPDs depend on three variables x, ζ and t where x is the fraction of momentum carried by the active quark, ζ gives the longitudinal momentum transfer and t is the square of the momentum transfer in the process. However, it has to be realized that only two of these variables (fully defined by detecting the scattered lepton = x b , where x b is the Bjorken variable used in DIS) and t (fully defined by detecting either the recoil proton or meson) are accessible experimentally. Further, transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (TMDs) [7] contain information on both the longitudi-nal momentum fraction and transverse momentum of partons in the hadron. They give a 3D view of the parton distribution in momentum space, complementary to what can be obtained through GPDs [1, [8] [9] [10] [11] . TMDs can be measured in a variety of reactions in lepton-proton and proton-proton collisions as semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) [12, 13] and Drell-Yan (DY) production [14] .
Among the hadrons, pions are very fascinating particles and hold a lot of information on the structure of hadrons. From the DY process with pion beams [15, 16] one can access the partonic structure of pion by hitting them on nuclear target [17] [18] [19] [20] . Hadron structure is also influenced by chiral symmetry and its breaking. Chiral symmetry is dynamically broken in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) leading to generation of Goldstone bosonspions-having small mass as compared to other hadrons. Pions are critical in providing the force that binds the protons and neutrons inside the nuclei and they also influence the properties of the isolated nucleons. Understanding of matter is not complete without getting a detailed information on the role of pions. Therefore, it becomes important to expose the role played by the pions in understanding the hadron structure. GPDs of the pion have been discussed in various models like chiral quark model [21, 22] , NJL model [23] , double distributions [24] , light-front constituent quark model [25] and lattice QCD [26] [27] [28] . In addition to this, GPDs of the nucleon have also been studied by including the pion cloud contributions [11, 29, 30] . Pion-photon transition form factors have been widely discussed in Ref. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . The Drell-Yan processes are the only source for the information on TMDs for hadrons other than nucleon [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Pion TMDs have been discussed in the light-front constituent approach [44] .
The suitable wave functions for mesons are obtained in AdS/QCD model which relates the five dimensional AdS space to the Hamiltonian formulation of QCD on the light-front [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . To study the 3D internal structure of the pion, we will use light-front wave functions (LFWFs) from the soft-wall model of the AdS/QCD correspondence. At high energies, AdS/QCD will break down where QCD is asymptotically free but at low energy it gives reasonable results for the meson sector [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] .
In the present work, we present the results on the GPDs of the pion by considering the leading |qq Fock state contributions. GPDs are obtained from the overlap of LFWFs inspired from the soft wall AdS/QCD predictions and we consider here the case when the skewness is non-zero. The situation ζ = 0 has an important difference from ζ = 0 because as the pion loses the longitudinal momentum its transverse position is shifted by an amount which is proportional to ζ. The LFWFs used here have several interesting properties which are consistent with data i.e., parton distributions, form factor and electromagnetic radii. The wave function contains two function f (x) andf (x) having dependence on two parameters x and ζ. f (x) is related with the pion pdf andf (x) represents the Q 2 dependence of the pion GPD and electromagnetic form factor. The wave
with L z = 0 and L z = 1 respectively give the correct scaling behavior and follow the quark counting rule [57, 58] . Pion GPD is studied for both longitudinal and transverse position space by taking Fourier transform with respect to ζ and ∆ ⊥ giving the distribution of partons in the longitudinal and transverse position space respectively. We further extend our calculations to get the results for charge density, gravitational form factors and for charge distributions in coordinate space. In the present work we also calculate the unpolarized TMD of the pion in AdS/QCD model.
The plan of paper is as follow. We define the pion GPDs in section II, ipdpdfs are defined in section III followed by the GPDs in longitudinal boost-invariant space in section IV. Charge density and gravitational form factors of the pion are given in section V and VI respectively. In section VII we discuss the pion TMD. We summarize and and conclude our results in section VIII .
II. GENERALIZED PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE PION
In general, the spin non-flip GPD H is defined through the off-forward matrix elements of the bilinear vector current as [59] [60] [61] H(x, ζ, t) = dy
where P and P ′ are the momentum of pion with mass M in initial and final state, respectively. In the above expression, ψ(0) and ψ(y) are the quark fields at different points 0 and y. The variable x is the light-front longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the struck quark, ζ is the skewness parameter which measures the longitudinal momentum transfer and t = ∆ 2 is the square of four momentum transfer from the target. 
where
are the creation (annihilation) operators of u-quark andd-quark, with color a, respectively. They obey the non vanishing anti-commutation relations
We consider the DGLAP region, with ζ < x < 1, for the discussion of pion GPD which corresponds to the situation where one removes a quark from the initial pion with light-front longitudinal momentum (x + ζ)P + and re-insert it into the final pion with longitudinal
The spin non-flip GPD H π in terms of the overlap of LFWFs is represented as
The LFWFs of pion, ψ
are given by [57, 58] 
where κ is the AdS/QCD scale parameter, N 0 and N 1 are the normalization factors. The wave functions mentioned above are the generalizations of LFWFs of the pion in softwall AdS/QCD. The original pionic LFWF with L z = S z = 0 [64] has been extracted from light-front holography by considering the pion electromagnetic form factor in two approaches-AdS/QCD and light-front QCD. The wave functions adopted here (Eq. (6)) are improved by introducing the profile functions
in the original pionic LFWF, where α,ᾱ, β, γ,γ, δ,δ are the free parameters. The improved LFWFs in Eq. (6) reduce to the original AdS/QCD LFWF in the limit f (x) =f (x) = 1.
The incorporation of the profile functions, f (x) andf (x) in the LFWFs, has been made mainly to obtain the correct scaling behavior of pion PDF at large x and the correct scaling of the pion electromagnetic form factor at large Q 2 . The choice of the function f (x) has been constrained by the pion PDF, q π (x) ∼ f (x) [65] whereasf (x) was fixed from the fit to correct Q 2 dependence of the pion electromagnetic form factors. Both the functions have same scaling as (1 − x) β at large x, which leads to correct (
is twist) power scaling of pion form factor at large Q 2 independent of the value of β and this is consistent with quark counting rules. Again, with the choice of β = 2.03, the pion PDF at large x is consistent with the modified E615 experimental data [66] reanalyzed by including the soft gluon resummation effects [65] . The values of the parameters α, β, γ and δ are taken from the Ref. [65] which give the best fit for pion valence PDF, whereas the parametersᾱ,γ andδ are fixed by a fit to data on the electromagnetic form factor of the pion [57] . Overall, the improved LFWFs are able to reproduce several fundamental properties of the pion consistent with data of valence parton distribution, electromagnetic form factor and radius [57] .
with
For the numerical calculations, we have used the pion mass, M = 0.139 GeV and rest of the parameters are taken from [57] .
In most experiments, skewness is non-zero, so it is important to investigate the GPDs of pion with non-zero skewness. In Fig. 1 (a) , we have presented the plots for pion GPD H π (x, ζ, t) as a function of x for the different values of −t at the fixed value of ζ = 0.2.
We observe that the magnitude of distribution decreases with increase in the values of −t and the peak shift towards the higher value of x. This suggests that as the momentum transfer during the process increases, the active quark carries more momentum. On the other hand, in Fig. 1 (b) , we have shown the plots for pion GPD H π (x, ζ, t) as a function of x for the different values of ζ at the fixed the value of −t = 0.8 GeV 2 . We observe that the magnitude also decreases with the increase in ζ for a fixed value of −t and peaks shift towards the higher value of x with increase in the value of ζ. To obtain complete information on the pion GPD, we present in Fig. 2 the 3D plot of pion GPD H π (x, ζ, t)
as a function of x and −t for the fixed value of ζ = 0.2. A cursory look at Fig. 2 reveals that the peak is shifted towards the higher value of x with the increase in value of −t.
The parton distribution is maximum at lower values of four momentum transfer as well as when the longitudinal momentum carried by the struck quark is less. Similar calculations have also done in chiral quark model [21] and light front constituent quark model [67] but for the case of for zero skewness. The case pertaining to non-zero skewness has been reported for the first time here. 
where b = |b ⊥ | is the impact parameter. For non-zero skewness, the impact parameter
In the case of ζ = 0, the struck quark suffers a loss of longitudinal momentum proportional to ζ due to the change in transverse position of partons in the initial and final pion state. In DGLAP domain ζ < x < 1, the impact parameter b gives the location where the quark is pulled out and put back into the pion.
In order to obtain the information about the distribution of quarks in transverse plane, we plot the ipdpdf in impact-parameter space. We show the plot of the ipdpdf H π (x, b)
against b with different values of x for zero skewness in Fig. 3 . The zero skewness, ζ = 0, implies that there is no longitudinal momentum transfer and hence probability interpretation is possible. We can see in plot that the magnitude of H π (x, b) decreases as |b| increases which means that the distribution is more localized near the center of impactparameter plane for the higher value of x. This can interpreted as that the density of partons decreases as we move away from the center of transverse plane.
We can also observe the dependence of ipdpdf on skewness to get more information on the distribution. The skewness dependent ipdpdf for non-zero skewness is shown in ipdpdfs have been carried in the chiral quark models [21] , in transverse lattice formalism [27] and in two component spectator model [71] for zero skewness.
IV. PION GPD IN LONGITUDINAL BOOST-INVARIANT SPACE
The Fourier transform of GPDs with respect to the skewness variable ζ gives the GPDs in longitudinal boost-invariant coordinate space (longitudinal impact-parameter space).
The skewness variable ζ conjugate to the longitudinal boost invariant impact parameter is defined as σ = 1 2 b − P + . The DVCS amplitude of a dressed electron in a QED model
shows an interesting diffraction pattern in the longitudinal impact-parameter space [61] .
This is analogous to the diffraction scattering of a wave in optics where the distribution in σ measures the physical size of the scattering system in one-dimensional system. In different phenomenological models, hadron GPDs show a similar behavior in longitudinal boost-invariant space [61, 72] . We have observed a similar behavior for the pion GPD in longitudinal boost-invariant space in the AdS/QCD model. The expression for GPD in longitudinal boost-invariant space is
where ζ f acts as slit width. For the occurrence of diffraction pattern, a finite slit width provides a necessary condition. As we are considering DGLAP region, if x > ζ max , then the upper limit of ζ integration ζ f is given by ζ max and if x < ζ max then it is given by x.
For a fixed value of −t, the maximum value of ζ is given as [73] [74] [75] 
To obtain the information about the longitudinal size of the partons distributions, we plot the pion GPD H π (x, σ, t) in longitudinal boost-invariant space with different values of −t (in GeV 2 ) for fixed value of x = 0.6 in Fig. 5 . We observe a diffraction pattern for GPD in longitudinal boost-invariant space where ζ max plays the role of slit width. The position of minima which is measured from the center of the diffraction pattern is inversely proportional to slit width and minima moves away from the center as ζ max decreases. The distribution has primary maxima at σ = 0 followed by a series of secondary maxima. 
V. CHARGE DENSITY OF PION
In this section, we discuss the pion charge density in AdS/QCD model which is the matrix element of the light-front density operator integrated over longitudinal distance. It gives the probability that the charge located at a transverse distance b from the transverse center of momentum irrespective of the value of the longitudinal position or momentum [79] . The pion GPD for zero skewness, H π (x, ζ = 0, t), is related to the pion electromagnetic form factor as [21, 57 ]
Pion GPD with zero skewness is already defined in Ref. [57] and one can also obtain it by setting ζ = 0 in Eq. (8) . The charge density of the pion in the transverse plane as [2] 
The two dimensional Fourier transform of the LFWFs in momentum space ψ π (x, k ⊥ ) gives the LFWFs in transverse coordinate spaceψ π (x, r ⊥ ) as
where r = |r ⊥ | measures the distance between the active quark and spectator system.
Both r and b ⊥ are conjugate to the momentum k and ∆ ⊥ respectively, but still the charge density in impact-parameter space ρ π (b) and in coordinate space P π (r) are not same.
To observe the charge distribution of valence quark inside pion in impact-parameter space and in transverse coordinate space, we calculate the charge distribution for both the cases. In Fig. 6 (a) , we present the 3D plots of charge distribution ρ π (b) in transverse plane. We observe that the charge distribution is axially symmetric in transverse plane.
For a more detailed information we present the 3D plot of longitudinal momentum distribution P π (x, r) for pion as a function of x and r is shown in Fig. 6 (b) . The distribution P π (x, r) shows the peak of distribution around the center x = 0.6 and near r = 0 but it decreases as the value of r increases. By comparing the two plots, we observe that the magnitude of ρ π (b) in impact-parameter space is slightly larger than the magnitude of P π (r) in transverse coordinate space. It can be clearly seen in plots that both ρ π (b) and P π (r) have peaks at the low value of b and r space respectively, which implies that the large number of partons are concentrated near the center of plane. One can also notice that width of the distributions in transverse coordinate space is larger than that in the impact-parameter space. We also observe that ρ π (b) falls off faster than P π (r). Pion transverse charge distribution has been studied in [79, [82] [83] [84] [85] .
VI. GRAVITATIONAL FORM FACTOR OF THE PION
Gravity plays an important role at both cosmic and Planck scale. In the subatomic level, the effect of gravity is absent but it is interesting to see that gravitational form factors can be obtained from the GPDs without actual gravitational scattering [86] . Gravitational form factors have interesting interpretations in impact-parameter space as discussed in [87, 88] . In the present work, we have discussed one of the gravitational form factor A π (Q 2 ) which gives the momentum fraction carried by each constituent of a pion and can be defined in terms of the overlap of LFWFs. For the quark in the pion we have
and for the antiquark we have
Gravitational form factor is related to the second moment of GPD as can be seen from Eq. (20) . Using the gravitational form factor of quark and antiquark for pion calculated from Eqs. (20) and (21) Table 1 . One notices that at zero momentum transfer, the gravitational form factor satisfies the sum rule A π (0) = A q π (0) + Aq π (0) ≃ 1.00. A q (0) 0.6878
To get a more detailed information about the matter (i.e. gravitational charge) distribution in the pion, we study the longitudinal momentum density of pion. 
We present the plot for the longitudinal momentum density of pion A(b) in transverse plane as a function of impact-parameter space in Fig. 8 . One can observe that the momentum density is axially symmetric and has the peak at the center (b = 0). By comparing the longitudinal momentum density in transverse plane with the charge density in transverse plane (shown in Fig. 6 (a) ), we conclude that the charge density spreads out more than the momentum density. This implies that the momentum density in the transverse plane is more compact than the charge density in the transverse plane.
VII. PION TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION
The TMDs of pion can be defined by using the correlator given below [92] [93] [94] Φ(x, k ⊥ ; S) = 1 2
where W [0,y] is called gauge link operator or Wilson line which connects the quark field ψ at different points 0 and y. It is taken to be unity in the present case. We calculate the unpolarized pion TMD at leading twist obtained from the above correlator. The spin factor in the expression for distribution functions for the pion is zero. Only spin independent function (i.e. unpolarized quark distribution) will remain. One can write the
as an overlap of LFWFs:
The unpolarized distribution function f π 1 (x, k 2 ⊥ ) describes the probability of finding a quark with longitudinal momentum fraction x and transverse momentum k ⊥ of the pion. We show the plots of pion unpolarized TMD xf Fig. 9 (a) and as a function of k 2 ⊥ for the different values of x in Fig. 9 (b) . We can see in Fig. 9 (a) that the peak of distribution shifts toward higher value of x with the increase in the square of transverse momentum k 2 ⊥ . In Fig. 9 (b) , the dependence of xf In the present work, we have studied the pion GPD H(x, ζ, t) with non-zero skewness in soft-wall AdS/QCD model. We have calculated the spin non-flip GPD in terms of the overlaps of light-front wave functions in the DGLAP region (for x > ζ). The results are shown for ipdpdf for zero skewness as well as for non-zero skewness. In the model, we have observed a similar behavior for the ipdpdf in both the cases. The distribution is more localized near the center of momentum at large longitudinal momentum fraction.
The ipdpdf gives complete information on the spatial distribution of partons inside pion.
We have also presented the results of pion GPD in longitudinal boost invariant space σ. We have observed a diffraction pattern for the pion GPD in boost invariant space in this model as observed for the nucleon GPDs in the different phenomenological models.
The diffraction pattern is observed for small value of −t and a dip appears at the center (at σ = 0). Further, the charge distribution for the pion in transverse coordinate space and in impact-parameter space have been calculated and it has been found that charge distribution for the pion in transverse coordinate space decreases more slowly as compared to the charge distribution for the pion in impact-parameter space.
Furthermore, we have shown the dependence of gravitational form factor for quark and antiquark on Q 2 in the model. The gravitational form factor satisfies the momentum sum rule. We have evaluated the longitudinal momentum density of pion in impact-parameter space and it comes out to be symmetric in nature. The momentum density in the transverse plane is more compact than the charge density. Finally, the pion unpolarized TMD in AdS/QCD model has been discussed to get a complete picture of the structure of pion.
The dependence of TMD on k 2 ⊥ has also been shown. 
